
Viva la Victoria
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: High Intermediate

Choreographer: Tobias Jentzsch (DE) - September 2022
Music: Viva La Victoria - Eclipse : (Album: Paradigm)

The dance starts after 56 Counts (with the lyrics).

S1: Side, behind, side, cross, chassé r, ⅛ turn l/coaster step
1-2 step RF to right - cross LF behind RF
3-4 step RF to right - cross LF in front of RF
5&6 step RF to right - close LF beside RF - step RF to right
7&8 ⅛ turn l, step LF back - close RF next to LF and step LF fwd (facing 10:30)

S2: Step, ⅛ sweep turn r, shuffle across, rock turning ¼ r, ¼ turn r, cross
1-2 step RF fwd, ⅛ turn r with a sweep LF to the front (facing 12)
3&4 make a big cross with LF over RF - little step RF to the right and a big cross with RF over LF
5-6 Rock RF to the right - ¼ turn r (backwarts) while recovering on LF (facing 3)
7-8 ¼ turn r and step RF to the right - cross LF over RF (facing 6)
Restart: Restart here on wall 4 (facing 9).

S3: Side, ¼ turn l, shuffle forward turning ½ l, coaster step, walk 2
1-2 step RF to the right - ¼ turn l and step LF fwd (facing 3)
3&4 ¼ turn l and step RF to the right - close LF next to RF - ¼ turn l and step RF (facing 9)
7&8 step LF back - close RF next to LF - step LF fwd
7-8 walk 2 steps fwd (r - l)

S4: Jazzbox-out-out-in-in-out-out-in-cross
1-2 cross RF over LF - step LF back
3-4 ** step RF to the right - small step LF fwd
&5 *step RF diagonally fwd, step LF to the left
&6 step RF back, step LF next to RF
&7 step RF diagonally fwd, step LF to the left
&8 step RF back, step LF next to RF and cross LF over RF

*Ending: The dance ends after '3-4' on wall 11, facing 12. Then dance the tag for ending with stomp down the
RF on Tag-Count 6 and raise both arms slowly up.

*Step change:
On wall 3, 6 and 10 (all facing 3) and WITHOUT DANCING THE TAG AFTER IT on Wall 9 (facing 6) change
the steps on counts '&5-8' like this:
&5-6 step RF diagonally fwd (out) and LF to the left (out) - hold
&7-8 step RF back (in) and cross LF over RF - hold

Tag (6 Counts): Dance the tag after step change all time you're facing 3 (after end of walls 3, 6 and 10)
Rock side, behind, rock side, cross
1-3 Rock RF to the right - recover on LF and cross RF behind LF
4-6 Rock LF left - recover on RF and cross LF over RF

Have Fun!

Contact: Tobias Jentzsch - tobiasjentzsch90@web.de
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